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The sword in the hands of the Empress Dowager is flying. It is the legendary ice Phoenix Sky Sword and 

one of the eight supreme heavenly swords. 

 

Three of the eight heavenly swords have fallen down. One is Shenluo Tianjian, one is Longyuan Tianjian, 

and the other is unknown. 

 

"Ice Phoenix Sky Sword, originally in the hands of the supreme goddess!" 

 

Ye Chen was shocked. He saw that the goddess of heaven, holding the ice Phoenix sword, killed all 

directions. One head of Taigu heavenly devil was cut down by the supreme goddess. He screamed, and 

the evil spirit was destroyed, completely crushed and turned into nothingness. 

 

This ice Phoenix Sky Sword has a terrible air. No matter how powerful the demon is, it will fall down 

immediately, and there is no possibility of survival. 

 

The ice Phoenix Sky Sword is the weapon of the goddess of heaven. This sword did not fall down. The ice 

Phoenix star flame that Xia Ruoxue got in Xingyue tomb mansion was just a little flame and sword spirit 

falling from the sword. The real Tianjian body is still in the hands of the supreme goddess. 

 

"The legendary goddess of heaven, I will meet you!" 

 

Among the ancient demons, a young man rose up. 

 

The figure of this youth is similar to Ye Chen in appearance. There is a trace of samsara in his body, but 

he is not the master of reincarnation. 

 

"Who is this young man? How can he be so similar to the reincarnation Lord?" 



 

Ye Chen is shocked, but he sees the young man, killing with great hands, and a stone tablet appears 

behind. The stone tablet is printed with a huge "magic" word, which is actually the reincarnation magic 

stele! 

 

"This young man is the incarnation of the stone tablet of reincarnation?" 

 

All of a sudden, ye Chen's pupil shrank, and his heart was shocked. 

 

This young man who looks a little similar to the reincarnation Lord is the incarnation of reincarnation 

magic stele! 

 

The Lord of magic stele in Fengxing meteorite mouth! 

 

"The magic stele is manifest, and the great famine is killing." 

 

The master of the magic stele sang softly. The magic stele vibrated violently. The rolling evil spirit turned 

into a giant sword, which seemed to spread the sky. A sword mixed with the divine power of destroying 

the stars, chopped at the Empress Dowager. 

 

"Ha ha, Lord of the magic stele, if you don't get the tianwu Wolong Sutra, you can't make a 

breakthrough in your cultivation. Do you dare to fight with me? Look for death 

 

The goddess of heaven is indifferent, and the ice Phoenix sword is waving. There are 3000 green silk like 

waterfalls. Each green silk is the legendary love silk of the supreme emperor. At the beginning, it 

triggered the existence of many forces such as the God of heaven, ye Chen, and Emperor Shi Tian. 

 

With a sword, the goddess of heaven hanged the master of Xiang magic stele with the lingering 

momentum of a thousand robberies. 

 

The fierce sword spirit, with the lingering love of thousands of robberies, is hard and soft, and has great 

lethality. 



 

The master of the magic stele is very strong. However, there is a big gap between his strength and that 

of the supreme heavenly daughter. With only one sword, he is cut into a serious injury by the Empress 

Dowager. 

 

The body of the Lord of the magic tablet fell out of the supreme world. 

 

A head of archaic demons was also chopped to pieces by the powerful men of wanxu temple. 

 

Sobbing 

 

The evil wind whimpers, the picture in front of Ye Chen dissipates completely. 

 

"Is this the history of reincarnation? The former master of the magic stele was cut and wounded by the 

goddess of heaven, so he fell to the outside world? " 

 

Ye Chen is deeply shocked. Unexpectedly, the former master of the magic stele has been to the supreme 

world, and is eventually cut down by the Empress Dowager. 

 

At that time, the master of the magic stele had a fight with the legendary goddess of heaven. This is 

absolutely a shocking secret history! 

 

You know, the identity of the supreme goddess is mysterious. Even a hair can cause a sensation in the 

lower world! 

 

This is the real mythical character, the supreme existence! 

 

However, the master of the magic stele had a fight with this man. The following cutting is just like 

cutting the sky retrogradely. Even if it is easily defeated, it can be called a feat! 

 

Thinking of this, ye Chen's eyebrows also can't help wrinkling up. It seems that the master of the magic 

tablet is even more terrible and powerful than he imagined! 



 

At least, compared with the real master of the magic stele, fengxingxiao is not worth mentioning. 

 

But in a flash, ye Chen was relieved. 

 

No matter how powerful the opponent is, ye Chen has been practicing for many years. What kind of 

strong opponent has he never met? 

 

However, every time ye Chen is able to reverse the situation at the critical moment! 

 

No one knows that ye Chen's most powerful reliance is not his magic weapon and magical skills, but his 

heart of never giving up! 

 

Two generations of people, ye Chen's heart has already reached the point of perseverance! 

 

So ye Chen is very eager to fight with a stronger opponent! 

 

"Here you are..." 

 

Ye Chen is thinking of the time, misty, a vicissitudes of life man's voice rang up. 

 

This sound, simple atmosphere, vast and vast, seems to come from the endless blue. 

 

Ye Chen looks around the scene, but he doesn't find the trace of the man. It seems that the voice is 

emanating from all directions at the same time, which makes people unable to distinguish. 

 

Ye Chen stopped at the same place, looked incomparably awe inspiring, sneered and said: "I thought, in 

this magic spirit palace, my biggest enemy is his Fengxing meteor, but I didn't expect that it was you, the 

Lord of the magic tablet."In the void, the vast voice rings again: 

 



"therefore, it has been doomed from the beginning that it is a wrong choice for you to enter the magic 

spirit palace." 

 

Originally there was no emotion in the voice, but this time there was a trace of emotion, just 

overbearing, it seems that there is no room for turning around. He is not discussing with Ye Chen, but 

more like an order! 

 

After being wounded by the goddess, the master of the magic stele fell out of the world of the Supreme 

God. Later, Fengxing meteorite got the magic tablet. He has been sleeping in the magic spirit palace to 

recuperate. Up to now, he has no idea how many years have passed. 

 

In the first World War, he was not killed by the empress dowager, but he was not reconciled! 

 

Even in the face of the empress dowager, he is not willing to such a defeat, he has been waiting for 

revenge and a snow before the opportunity of shame! 

 

And magic stele is his biggest chance! 

 

The magic stele is an ancient thing, which contains more energy than he imagined. Even though he is the 

master of the magic stele, now he has only understood 12 out of 10 of them. 

 

He firmly believed that as long as he thoroughly understood the secret above the magic stele, his 

combat effectiveness would increase dramatically. Even if he faced the Empress Dowager again, he 

would not be as passive as he had been. 

 

Ye Chen's face did not change, only a trace of perseverance in the eyes, more and more thick! 

 

Since the moment when he stepped into the magic spirit palace, ye Chen did not want to leave. Now he 

has taken back the Dao bone of the previous reincarnation master from fengxingqiu's hand. Naturally, 

the magic stele can't fall down! 

 

Ye Chen has not yet said anything, but it seems that the owner of the magic stele, who is dormant in the 

void, seems to have noticed Ye Chen's attitude, and his voice has become colder again: 



 

"since you are looking for death, let this magic spirit palace be your burial place!" 

 

All of a sudden, within the square space, countless murders were everywhere, as if countless sharp 

needles were surging towards Ye Chen. 
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Ye Chen sneers and raises his hand, which is a terrible road rhyme surging out. The instant void 

annihilates, and the endless killing opportunity dissipates in an instant. 

 

This time, ye Chen can hear very clearly, this is a familiar voice, he immediately recalled. 

 

"You Are you the one who kept the monument? " 

 

With the fall of Ye Chen's voice, the emptiness ahead, the figure of a young man also slowly became 

apparent, as impressive as ye Chen expected! 

 

"You are indeed 

 

Ye Chen Mou son burst out a wisp of light, immediately said: "ha ha, now I should call you the Lord of 

the magic stele." 

 

It seems that he is not qualified to play with the devil's stele in his eyes 

 

Ye Chen's look slightly changed, the road rhyme all over the sky instantly collected, and calmly opened 

his mouth: "hand over the magic stele." 

 

The purpose of Ye Chen's coming to the magic spirit palace is to get the magic tablet. If the owner of the 

magic tablet is willing to hand it over, then ye Chen doesn't really have to fight with him. 



 

The master of the magic tablet looked at Ye Chen and sneered: "you are not qualified to talk to me! 

Today, you must pay for your recklessness 

 

The main body of the magic stele suddenly rises, and a killing opportunity flickers, attacking Ye Chen. 

 

Nowadays, the Lord of the magic stele lives only to do two things. One is to take revenge on the Empress 

Dowager. 

 

And the more important thing is to protect the magic tablet, which is his biggest belief in life. Anyone 

who wants to touch the magic tablet must die! 

 

Even if ye Chen is destined to be the owner of reincarnation magic stele! 

 

The magic stele is also important to Ye Chen. 

 

The magic stele is one of the ten immortal steles. Ye Chen wants to fully awaken the reincarnation 

blood, which is indispensable. Anyone who wants to prevent himself from getting the reincarnation 

xuanbei has only one way to die! 

 

This war is inevitable. 

 

The master of the magic stele has already done it if he doesn't. He is amazing. His means are majestic 

and his momentum pours out. 

 

Suddenly, a strange light flashed through the eyes of the master of the magic tablet, and a faint smile 

appeared in the corner of his mouth. 

 

"Heaven demon holy body? The key is such a terrible vitality. What a physical body 

 

At this moment, the magic stele has moved the covetous heart to Ye Chen's pair of flesh body. 



 

The war between him and the Empress Dowager was really tragic. Because of that war, most of his body 

had been destroyed. Now he can only hide in this dark place to survive. 

 

Now ye Chen's appearance gives hope to the master of the magic stele! 

 

Because, he saw endless energy in Ye Chen's body, in the riot, in the turbulent! 

 

It's like a beast that has been hungry for a long time and sees delicious food. He wants to eat it now! 

 

This pair of flesh body is a rare treasure. If it can be used for yourself, it will bring endless possibilities to 

yourself! 

 

"Ha ha ha ha!" 

 

Thinking of this, the master of the magic stele even laughed, "don't worry! After you die, I will treat this 

body well. I will use it in the supreme world to establish a world-famous reputation 

 

Ye Chen is angry. The master of the magic stele is just too arrogant. He dare to move such a crooked 

mind! 

 

Ye Chen can't suppress the anger in his heart again and says, "die!" 

 

See ye Chen in the hand of a sky sword scabbard, suddenly burst out incomparably bright sword awn, 

instantly several want to devour the whole world! 

 

The terror of the sword turned into a long dragon and roared away towards the master of the 

enchanted stele. 

 

The master of the magic stele changed a little, and his eyes fell on the sword in Ye Chen's hand. He 

suddenly sneered and said, "ha ha, this is the dragon Yuan sky sword. I didn't expect you to have such a 

treasure beside you. Although it's only a fragment, it's also unexpected." 



 

Ye Chen sneered: "frog at the bottom of a well!" 

 

The strong sword spirit rushes past, and the sound of sword chanting is endless, just like tiger roaring 

and dragon chanting! 

 

At this time, a terrible evil spirit broke out from the master of the magic stele, which immediately stirred 

up and filled the world! 

 

The master of the magic stele was full of disdain in his eyes, "if you think that you can defeat me with 

this piece of Longyuan sky sword, it's ridiculous!" 

 

The Lord of the magic stele has his own pride. He is a man who has fought with the Empress Dowager. 

He is an ordinary enemy. How can he look at it? 

 

The domineering evil Qi broke up in an instant the sword Qi released by Ye Chen! 

 

The master of the magic stele sneered: "it's really good to dominate the sword technique. It seems that 

your understanding of Kendo has reached a very high level. No one is your opponent in the same level. 

It's a pity that you met me today!" 

 

"But it's your honor to die in my hands." 

 

Ye Chen looks indifferent, but he looks at the master of the magic stele with a calm and strange look. He 

whispers the mysterious mantra in his mouth: 

 

"leisurely all living beings, enter my netherworld!"All of a sudden, ye Chen bent his fingers, and a huge 

divine map flew out, covering the land in an instant. 

 

For a moment, the world is in a layer of hazy and dark world, as if to come to the end of the world, to 

see their own home. 

 



On the ancient land, there is only a long stream, as if it will never change. This is the holy river of the 

yellow spring! 

 

As soon as the chart of the yellow spring comes out, it becomes a world of its own. It is also one of the 

most powerful killing moves in Ye Chen's hands. It is irresistible! 

 

Today, he is sure to get the inscriptions on the magic stele. Even if the means are used, he will refine it! 

 

The master of the magic tablet flashed a wisp of color in his eyes, then he said with a smile: "boy, I really 

can't believe that you have the strength of heaven and earth. It's really eye opening!" 

 

All of a sudden, the master of the magic tablet turned and said, "but even if you have more ways to 

press the bottom of the box, what can you do? In front of my demon lord, it's just a fish in the palm and 

a turtle in a jar! " 

 

The master of the magic tablet is very arrogant. Even if ye Chen refreshes his cognition again and again, 

he is still fearless. 

 

"Holy river of the yellow spring, go!" 

 

Ye Chen stopped drinking, and the long river in the picture of the yellow spring suddenly turned into a 

long snake. It rose into the sky and was carried away by the master of the magic tablet! 

 

"Big devil hand!" 

 

However, at the next moment, with the voice of the master who carved the magic tablet, a terrible big 

hand print suddenly appeared in the void, falling from the sky, almost covering most of the yellow 

spring. 

 

The holy river of the yellow spring was held dead by the huge handprint, and could not move at all. 

 

Seeing this scene, ye Chen can't help but change his face! 



 

I didn't expect that the master of the magic tablet was even more powerful than he imagined. He could 

easily dissolve the magic power of his own chart. It seems that I still underestimated him. 

 

The master of the magic stele laughed wildly, "if you stop here, you'd better die obediently!" 
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However, just then! 

 

A touch of scarlet, suddenly burst in Ye Chen's pupil, as if opened some kind of prohibition, ye Chen's 

body's bloody breath also more and more rich. 

 

"The blood moon is in the sky, and all demons give the head!" 

 

Ye Chen a clear roar, like a mighty long song, tearing Qingming! 

 

"This is..." 

 

The face of the master of the magic stele also changed, and the scene in front of him was like the legend 

of the great magic power "blood moon slaughtering the sky"! 

 

This move is Ye Chen from Ren extraordinary place to learn, in the name of "Tu Tian"! 

 

It is said that even heaven can be slaughtered after practicing to a great level! 

 

Can imagine, its power has how fierce and overbearing! 

 



All of a sudden, heaven and earth were engulfed by the endless blood red, and the five red blood moons 

rose slowly and hung in the boundless sky. 

 

Now ye Chen has practiced the blood moon butcher to the level of "may". The power is not trivial. If the 

may comes out together, the world can be turned into a sea of blood in an instant! 

 

The terrible moonlight wantonly collides, devours all between this heaven and earth! 

 

For a moment, it was as if the disaster of heaven and earth came, and the cry of ghosts and gods came 

from the void. 

 

The spirit in the magic tablet was almost lost. This terrible vision could not help but resonate with his 

heart. 

 

Recalling that he has lived such a dark life here over the years, he has full of resentment and wants to 

vent it out! 

 

"Ah! I want you dead 

 

Suddenly, a powerful evil Qi fell from heaven and poured into his body. 

 

The red hair of the master of the magic stele danced wildly, and he roared: "I am the Lord of the magic 

stele! I am a real devil! Those who violate my dignity should be here. Eternal years praise my name! 

Wash away your sins 

 

At this moment, the master of the magic tablet seems to be really into the devil. He lost his original 

feelings in his eyes, leaving only endless killing! 

 

Said, he rushed into the void, and five rounds of blood moon fight! 

 

His movements have become disorganized, only ordinary fists and feet, but each fist and foot is full of 

endless power, which makes people feel excited. 



 

However, soon, the five rounds of blood moon became dim and fell in the distant sky, which was 

replaced by endless evil Qi. 

 

Ye Chen's face changed slightly. After all, his blood moon Tu Tian chop is only practiced to the fifth level. 

The power of the explosion is limited after all. 

 

I saw the master of the magic tablet leaped, as if with the strength of Wan Jun, smashed the earth under 

Ye Chen's feet, staring at Ye Chen with blood in his eyes, "forever long, heaven and earth are the only 

one true devil!" 

 

"Even if it's blood moon and butcher the sky? It's just a trick of the house. How dare you show off in 

front of me 

 

The master of the magic tablet is very arrogant. He doesn't pay any attention to the supernatural 

powers of the supreme world. After all, he is also a man who has fought against the most powerful 

people in the supreme world. 

 

All of a sudden, his eyes became empty and seemed to be remembering something. The light way was: 

 

"in ancient times, only I was the real devil!" 

 

"If heaven doesn't give birth to me, I don't know how many times, how many people are called the devil 

or the devil emperor?" 

 

When the master of the magic tablet said this, he was arrogant and arrogant to the extreme. It seems 

that in his world, there is no other life in the world that can be called "magic" except himself! 

 

Of course, his conceit is not groundless. After all, there are too many people called demons in ancient 

and modern times. However, there are few people who are really famous for demons, and the owner of 

the magic tablet is one of them. 

 



Ye Chen Mou son a congealed, a face dignified way: "the Lord of the magic stele, you are too arrogant, 

how dare to see the ancient demons in nothing! Do you really think you are invincible 

 

Immediately, ye Chen seemed to think of something, and said with a light smile: "if you are really 

invincible, you won't be so embarrassed in the hands of the Empress Dowager!" 

 

Ye Chen's words can't be said to kill the heart, right in the heart of the Lord of the magic tablet! 

 

The master of the magic stele has realized that ye Chen seems to know a lot of things he doesn't know. 

He can't help but look ugly, "you If you dare to mention one more thing of that year, I will not blame you 

for ruining your bones and ashes! " 

 

The master of the magic tablet is very angry! 

 

He is a proud and conceited man! 

 

And such people, often do not want to face their own failure! 

 

Even if the person who once let him fail is the supreme heavenly daughter! 

 

Failure is failure, he knows, this is his life will never erase the shame! 

 

He can only try to let himself forget all this, after all, it will affect his invincible heart of Tao, but now ye 

Chen just mentions the old things again. Although he does not know how ye Chen knows all this, it 

undoubtedly makes his anger burn to the extreme. 

 

The master of the magic stele's look became ferocious, and the murderous look at Ye Chen became 

more intense, "I want you to die!" 

 

The master of the magic stele has a strong desire to kill him. It seems that as long as he kills Ye Chen, he 

can wash away a trace of the shame of that year.Ye Chen sneers in his heart. What he wants to do is to 



completely enrage the master of the magic tablet. He wants to see how capable the Lord of the magic 

tablet is? 

 

The master of the magic stele was in a riot and killed Ye Chen. However, ye Chen was not afraid at all. 

With a big move, the sky suddenly faded. Suddenly, several strange lights burst out of Ye Chen's body 

and rushed to the sky! 

 

A trace of the power of the original spread in this world, it seems to be singing some supreme rules in 

silence! 

 

At the same time, the master of the magic stele changed his look. Looking at the strange lights, he 

whispered to himself, "it's the source of the legend, and there are so many more?" 

 

You know, there are only ten source runes in heaven and earth. These are all rare treasures that can be 

met but can't be found. It is a blessing for ordinary people with great fortune and opportunity to get one 

source Rune for eight generations. However, ye Chen has six source runes at the same time? What a bad 

luck! 

 

The sky was half dark and half bright, just like the forbidden area in legend. 

 

The master of the magic tablet sneered, "is this all you depend on?" 

 

Ye Chen's six source talismans together shocked the master of the magic tablet again, but soon he 

became calm again. 

 

These reliance can only be said to make the master of the magic tablet feel a little unexpected, but not 

to make the master of the magic tablet feel afraid! 

 

"Hehe, if you only have these source symbols, you'd better do it yourself now! Or suffer from my 

torment 

 

The Lord of the magic stele yelled again. He did not put Ye Chen in his eyes. It seemed that ye Chen was 

already a lamb to be slaughtered in his eyes! 



 

The next second, the huge body of the Lord of the magic stele suddenly rose to the sky, and there was 

an invincible spirit of holding the sun and moon to pick the stars! 

 

His speed reached the extreme, like a thunderbolt of lightning, flickering and moving in the void, like 

entering the realm of no one! 
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However, in a short time of half a column of incense, his left and right palms held three source runes 

respectively! 

 

The Lord of the magic tablet can clearly feel the breath of uprising from his hands! 

 

It is worthy of the source rune. It deserves the reputation. The energy contained in it is so terrible that it 

almost annihilates the evil Qi released by him. 

 

The energy of the uprising became weaker and weaker, and the six source symbols gradually lost their 

light. In the hands of the Lord of the magic tablet, it seemed that they had become some dead stones. 

 

It is stronger than the original power of the six source talismans, and the domineering evil Qi pours out, 

covering the six source runes in an instant, blocking all the original power! 

 

It can be seen that the magic stele has tempered its own magic Qi to an incredible level, which can 

almost compete with one of the original sources, and even surpasses it! 

 

As long as his evil spirit does not wither, the six source talismans will not break out any more! 

 

"If you don't go to death with your hands tied, when will you wait?" 

 



The master of the magic stele burst out, resounding between heaven and earth. 

 

At the same time, in the hand of a mighty evil Qi, gushing out, straight attack Ye Chen's face! 

 

Yuanfu and XueYue Tu Tianjian are one of the two most powerful cards in Ye Chen's hand. Now ye 

Chen's two cards are all together. He can't do anything to the master of the magic tablet. For a while, ye 

Chen's look has changed. He has to reexamine the master of the magic tablet. 

 

"It's you who should hang your head and wait for death!" 

 

Ye Chen's body shape retreats violently, can evade this raging evil spirit, but he does not dare to take it 

lightly at all. 

 

However, what ye Chen didn't expect was that a wisp of faint evil Qi suddenly sprouted on his heel and 

wrapped around his back, and an unbearable feeling of acid and itching suddenly attacked his whole 

body! 

 

Seeing this scene, the master of the magic stele was very happy, "ha ha! If you bow down as soon as 

possible, why should you suffer such pain? It's too late to regret now 

 

At the moment, ye Chen's heart is clear and bright. Although the evil Qi has invaded his internal organs, 

his consciousness is still very clear. 

 

In a flash, a wisp of dark light burst out of his body. Eight pills, like Buddhist sarizi, were suspended and 

sunk beside Ye Chen, as if they had existed since ancient times. 

 

But in an instant, the evil Qi in Ye Chen's body dissipated and was washed clean! 

 

This is also one of the most powerful magical powers practiced by Ye Chen. 

 

It has a very significant effect on expelling the evil spirits and turbid Qi in Ye Chen's body. 

 



In addition, after ye Chen got the Baiyao soul refining tripod, he understood the way of heaven's 

demons, and a pair of physical body also got a qualitative leap. Today's constitution is the rare heavenly 

demon holy body in the world. 

 

In the eyes of the Lord of the magic stele, there is a rare strange color in his eyes! 

 

It was the first time for him to encounter this terrible healing method, which could not help but refresh 

his cognition again! 

 

Therefore, the offensive in his hands has become more fierce and domineering! 

 

Ye Chen's powerful means have made him feel threatened! 

 

Intuition told him that if he did not solve Ye Chen, he might bring endless trouble to himself! 

 

The fury of the evil spirit turned into the surging waves. There was a kind of momentum that the city 

was about to be destroyed by the dark clouds! 

 

"Jiuyou demons, recite my name! I am the only one who has no magic 

 

"I am immortal! I'm not alone! I am the only one 

 

At this moment, it seems that the magic tablet really incarnates as the unique "magic" between heaven 

and earth! 

 

The terrible pressure almost tore up Ye Chen's body, and ye Chen also felt the unprecedented crisis! 

 

The endless magic power is unstoppable. Ye Chen can only keep the space between the heaven and the 

earth without being attacked by the evil Qi. 

 

But ye Chen's brows wrinkled up, because he knew that his state of this simply can not last long! 



 

The long confrontation lasted for a long time. 

 

The master of the magic stele had the upper hand until the first star between heaven and earth slowly 

rose to the sky. 

 

But at this time, the master of the magic stele has not found this star, and he does not know that when 

the star rises, the battle has just begun! 

 

"Xuanxianzi, give me strength!" 

 

"Three thousand worlds, all belong to me 

 

Ye Chen's roar, like the ancient sound of the road, reverberates between heaven and earth, and makes 

this vast land tremble endlessly! 

 

At this moment, ye Chen is the most powerful means to sacrifice himself! 

 

More and more stars, the sky is becoming more and more bright! 

 

When the stars all gather on the same starry sky, night is better than day! 

 

The stars shine brightly on the earth! 

 

It was too late for the master of the magic tablet to notice it. The stars filled the sky and the earth had 

already replaced his evil spirit. Somehow, one of his heart was shaking for it. 

 

He has not had such a feeling for a long time. He still remembers that he had a similar feeling when he 

fought with the supreme goddess!But that is the heavenly daughter of the supreme world, and the 

person in front of him is just a mole ant. Can he be comparable to the person in the supreme world? 

 



"No! No way 

 

The master of the magic stele Mou son more and more resolute, "today I will kill you this mole ant, 

prove my reputation as a demon!" 

 

At this time, ye Chen was bathed in the starlight, as if he had become the son of the stars. 

 

It took him a long time to say: 

 

"I have a lot of stars, and I have been locked by dust and labor for a long time." 

 

"Now the dust is gone, and the light is shining on the mountains and rivers!" 

 

It's like an old mantra that blows up between heaven and earth. It seems that all creatures in heaven 

and earth obey his will. 

 

This is the ultimate meaning of the great starry sky! 

 

The huge net of stars covered the sky, and the master of the magic stele was shocked to the extreme. 

 

He jumped to his feet and waved his strong arms. He was full of evil spirit. It seemed that he was going 

to fight with the emperor! 

 

Unfortunately, it doesn't help at all. Now ye Chen's big starry sky is no longer what it used to be. 

 

After seeing all the treasures of Hongmeng, ye Chen's understanding of Hongmeng Avenue has also 

deepened a lot. Naturally, the power of Hongmeng's big starry sky has gone up to a higher level. 

 

This is the world of stars, and the magic spirit palace has become a starry sky. 

 



The master of the magic stele is in it. He can't distinguish the upper and lower sides, and the past and 

future. 

 

In the end, the starlight soared and completely devoured the Lord of the magic tablet. 

 

Heaven and earth return to silence, this space also becomes pure incomparable! 

 

Because, only the infinite Star River torrent surging endlessly, the previous evil Qi is not seen at all. 

 

"Are you dead..." 

 

Ye Chen looks at a star burst in front of her eyes, her eyes droop slightly and opens her lips to talk to 

herself. 

 

Hongmeng big star sky should be regarded as one of the most powerful killing moves in Ye Chen's hands. 

Even if the master of the magic stele, who was suppressed by his blood, died in this move, he would be 

proud enough to live his life. 

 

There is no sign of the devil. 
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Ye Chen also breathed a sigh of relief, it seems that the master of the magic tablet is indeed dead, in his 

own star storm into dust. 

 

Ye Chen brushed his sleeve, and the stars were dim. However, when he was about to leave, the space 

appeared again! 

 

A wisp of evil spirit appeared again, in front of Ye Chen, more and more intense! 

 



However, the master of the magic tablet has not appeared. 

 

What appears in front of Ye Chen is a stele, a magic stele. 

 

The evil spirit will never go out. 

 

The magic stele goes all the way and rushes into Ye Chen. Ye Chen is caught off guard. He is hit by the 

magic stele on his chest. He can't help but spit out a mouthful of blood! 

 

Although there is no figure of the master of the magic stele, the voice of the Lord of the magic stele 

rings again: 

 

"mole ant, I need you to pay back a hundred times in the future! If we don't change the mountains and 

rivers, we will see you again one day 

 

Obviously, even if ye Chen uses the strongest move, Hongmeng big star sky can't kill the master of this 

magic tablet. 

 

Because as long as there is a magic tablet, he will not die. 

 

Don't destroy the magic tablet, the devil will not die! 

 

This is also the reason why he was able to survive under the emperor's heavenly daughter. This is also 

his biggest card! 

 

Ye Chen is the second person to let him fail in his life. As long as he doesn't die, he will be remembered 

for life! 

 

The voice became smaller and smaller, and gradually disappeared. Along with the master of the magic 

tablet, there was the reincarnation magic tablet. Ye Chen still failed to fulfill his wish this time. 

 



However, he had no choice but to perform the Bagua Tiandan technique again. After repairing the 

damaged body, he also got up and left the magic spirit palace. 

 

"Reincarnation xuanbei has the will is so against the heaven?" 

 

"So is the tablet of samsara in China?" 

 

"It's a little tricky." 

 

"Originally, I wanted to use Taishang tea tree to restore the Qi of the yellow spring map. Now I am in a 

state where I can't combine the two." 

 

"Let's set up the array, and we'll solve the problems of the tea tree and the chart of the yellow spring 

next time." 

 

…… 

 

Dragging the injured body, ye Chen spent a whole three days to return to the yuan Tian Yuan. 

 

Yu Si ye, eternal holy king, Yan Kun, Zha Tian Mo Di, Xue long, Xia Ruoxue, Xiao shuihan and others have 

already stood at the gate of Yuantian yuan for a long time. 

 

Xia Ruoxue saw that ye Chen's situation was not right, the first one rushed up, tightly grasped Ye Chen's 

arm, and looked worried. 

 

Can only, ye Chen's complexion turns white, it is very obvious that has suffered the internal injury, Xia 

Ruoxue flustered opening, asked: "Ye Chen, how did you get hurt, who hurt you?" 

 

Ye Chen smile, gently touched the head of summer if snow, comfort way: "if snow, it's OK, just a little 

injury, I recuperate for a few days." 

 



One side of the cover the sky devil emperor face incomparably dignified, ponder way: "is the Lord of the 

magic tablet hurt you?" 

 

They all know that ye Chen went into the depths of the demon spirit palace alone this time in order to 

get back the magic stele, and he had to take this great risk. 

 

So the dark devil emperor soon thought of the causes and consequences. 

 

Ye Chen nodded slightly and said, "well, the magic tablet has already possessed self-consciousness and 

formed a new life. This time it is very difficult." 

 

After hearing Ye Chen's words, everyone's face became ugly. 

 

They all know ye Chen's character very well. Ye Chen has never been the kind of person who can 

complain. Since ye Chen has said something difficult, this time he must be in trouble. Otherwise, ye 

Chen will not be hurt. 

 

Summer if snow at the moment more worried up, flutter in the arms of Ye Chen, pear with rain, I see 

still pity. 

 

Ye Chen is the only man in her life that she loves. Once Ye Chen has something wrong, she will certainly 

not live. 

 

Seeing this, ye Chen had to ask all the people: "the evil spirit on this magic tablet is too heavy, and the 

arrogance in this object is too strong. I don't know how to subdue it." 

 

All of them also showed bitter color. Yan Kun and Xuelong looked at each other and shook helplessly 

one after another. 

 

In the end, ye Chen's eyes fell on the body of the demon emperor, who was the most knowledgeable 

person they had. Maybe he could know the way to restrain the magic stele. 

 



However, the evil emperor was helpless and said: "Ye Chen, the reincarnation xuanbei was born with 

wisdom and evolved into life. It's the first time I heard about it. As for the method of surrender, I can't 

think of it for a while..." 

 

"But now we should send someone to track down the master of the magic stele. We must not let him 

cause any moths!" he said 

 

Ye Chen pondered, nodded and looked at Yu Si ye, the president of Yuantian courtyard, and said: "Dean, 

you immediately send the elite of our academy to track the whereabouts of the master of the magic 

stele. Once you find any news, report it to me immediately!" 

 

Say, ye Chen raises a hand to shake, hit a demon Qi to come out. 

 

This evil Qi was reserved by Ye Chen when he fought with the devil stele before.At the moment, it would 

be more appropriate to give it to the people of Yuantian courtyard to track down the Lord of the magic 

tablet. 

 

At this time, the eternal holy king, who had been silent for a long time, finally opened his mouth: "the 

matter of demonic stele transformation is really appalling. Maybe only the people in the upper world 

can know the secret." 

 

"People of the upper world?" Ye Chen thought for a while, "it's also You must know how to control the 

magic stele 

 

But soon, ye Chen fell into helplessness again. 

 

It's not that ye Chen doubts Ren extraordinary's ability, but this extraordinary dragon can only appear at 

a critical time. If ye Chen is not in a crisis of life and death, otherwise he will never do anything. It can be 

said that it is extremely difficult to see him! 

 

"Well, I'll heal for a few days and then make a decision." 

 

Ye Chen shook his head and said. 



 

This trip to the magic spirit Palace also made Ye Chen tired physically and mentally. He also needed a 

good rest. 

 

In this way, ye Chen has been in the Yuantian courtyard for several days to recuperate. At this point, the 

evil Qi in his body has been completely expelled, and the injuries left by the previous war have 

disappeared. 

 

Of course, in addition to healing his wounds, ye Chen has done a more meaningful thing these days, that 

is, he has learned a lot from the war between himself and the master of the magic stele. He has 

achieved a lot, and his accomplishments have reached a higher level. He has even vaguely felt the 

shackles of breaking through. 

 

After coming out, ye Chen first met the rain Secretary night, he looked very anxious. 

 

Ye Chen looked at his appearance and felt a sense of uneasiness in his heart. He could not help asking, 

"what happened?" 

 

"We have found out the whereabouts of the master of the magic tablet!" 

 

Ye Chen brow a frown, way: "where is he now?" 

 

"He has been killed abroad! What a sea of corpses and blood has passed! It has aroused public 

indignation to kill people when they see people! Some of the elites pursued by our school faction died in 

his hands unfortunately! " 

 

When Yu Si said this at night, his face was in pain. 

 

You know, these elites are the mainstay of Yuantian academy, which he spent a lot of time cultivating. 

Once he died in the hands of the master of the magic tablet, how can he not be angry? 
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However, there is no way. The master of the magic tablet is too powerful. Even if he is killed outside the 

territory, he can walk horizontally. No one is his opponent. Now there are many people outside the 

territory who are afraid to hear the name of the Lord of the magic tablet! 

 

Ye Chen clenched his fist, and his heart was burning with anger! 

 

The master of the magic stele is so cruel that he can kill people who have nothing to do with him. He is 

not as good as a beast! 

 

After pondering for a while, Yu Si ye also said: "he now calls himself the demon lord, and has gathered 

his own forces outside the territory. There are many believers in the seat. For a moment, people are in 

panic." 

 

Ye Chen is angry. He must take this magic tablet as soon as possible, otherwise he is afraid that more 

innocent people will continue to die in his hands! 

 

Ye Chen gets up and plans to leave. 

 

"Lord of samsara, where are you going?" 

 

The rain Secretary night puzzled asked, now they can only count on Ye Chen, otherwise the death of 

these disciples Yuantian yuan, who can revenge? 

 

"Find the way to subdue the demon lord!" 

 

Ye Chen left, leaving only this sentence before leaving. 

 

Ye Chen has an idea. It is impossible for him to contact Ren, but he can find Wei Ying! 

 



Wei Ying is Su Mohan's close disciple, and Su Mohan is Ren's confidant. If you find Wei Ying, you will find 

Ren. 

 

Moreover, even if she can't find a job, with Su Mo Han's insight, maybe she can also deal with the 

master of the magic tablet! 

 

…… 

 

A few days later, ye Chen came to the cold and mysterious place. 

 

As soon as ye Chen came here, Wei Ying, who was practicing in seclusion, was aware of Ye Chen's 

breath. She immediately broke through the barrier and came out as a cold light. 

 

"Ye Chen, why are you here?" 

 

The sudden appearance of Ye Chen also makes Wei Ying feel a burst of surprise. She asks. 

 

Ye Chen tells all his experiences in the magic spirit palace, and also points out his difficulties. He needs 

to seek the help of Su Mohan. 

 

Hearing this, Wei Ying frowned: "Ye Chen, master, she is not in the secret place, even if I have no way to 

contact her." 

 

"Why don't you wait here? The master will come back every once in a while to urge me to practice. 

Maybe we will see her soon." Wei Yingquan said. 

 

Wei Ying's words are true, but she doesn't want to spend more time with Ye Chen, even for a moment. 

 

Everyone is selfish, and she is no exception. 

 

However, at this time, a clear voice sounded: 



 

"Ye Chen." 

 

Ye chenxun's reputation goes, the speaker is naturally Wei Ying's master Su Mo Han. 

 

"Master Su!" 

 

After seeing Su Mo Han, ye Chen is also very polite. 

 

However, Su Mo Han didn't respond to Ye Chen in a hurry. Instead, he looked at Wei Ying on one side 

and said faintly, "Ying'er, you should step down first. I have something to talk with Ye Chen's little friend 

alone." 

 

Wei Ying hesitated for a moment, but she still stepped down. 

 

Wei Ying did not know what the master had to say to Ye Chen, and she had to avoid herself. However, 

she vaguely felt that maybe what the master wanted to say was related to herself, but the teacher's life 

was hard to disobey. 

 

After Wei Ying left, Su Mo Han said to Ye Chen again, "I know why you are looking for me today. Come 

with me!" 

 

Ye Chen will understand, smile a, then follow the pace of Su Mo Han. 

 

He knew that Su Mo Han had great powers and could almost compete with Ren extraordinary. It was 

not surprising that such a person could calculate. 

 

Came to a cave, Su Mo Han pondered for a long time and then said: "Ye Chen, you are for the matter of 

the magic monument, right? Do you want to ask Ren for help? " 

 

Ye Chen nodded slightly and said, "good! The younger generation is for this matter! On that day, I was in 

the magic spirit palace, and I made a mistake to let the master of the magic tablet run away. Now I am 



doing evil outside the country. If I can't subdue him in time, I'm afraid that more innocent lives will die in 

his hands! " 

 

"I can let you see Ren Feifan, but before that, I hope you can promise me a request." 

 

Su Mo cold meaningful look at Ye Chen, but also deliberately sold a pass. 

 

Ye Chen hesitated, but still said: "I don't know what senior Su has. If it's something that younger 

generation can do, I will never refuse." 

 

Su Mo Han came to Ye Chen and seemed to be brewing his emotions. After a long time, he said, "Ye 

Chen, you are the reincarnation body of the reincarnation Lord. In the future, you will be able to soar 

into the sky and become the real master of this piece of heaven and earth!" 

 

Ye Chen did not understand, puzzled looking at Su Mo Han, said: "I do not know what the elder Su said 

this is?" 

 

"A man of heaven like you must have a confidant in the future, but I hope you don't lose Wei Ying..." 

 

Now Su Mohan has become Wei Ying's master. As a master, he naturally hopes that his disciples can 

make great progress in his practice. However, with the longer he stays with Wei Ying, Su Mohan finds 

that there is a fatal defect in Wei Ying's body, which is Ye Chen.If there is any problem in his practice, Su 

Mo Han has a way to enlighten his disciples, but the word "love" is the most difficult to understand. 

Even though Su Mo Han has lived for endless years, he still can't understand it. 

 

As soon as he said this, ye Chen's face turned a little red. He knew that Wei Ying had a deep love for him, 

so even if Su Mo Han didn't tell him about it, ye Chen would not have failed Wei Ying. This is a matter of 

principle. 

 

"Good, master Su! You can rest assured! In this life, I will never fail her 

 

Ye Chen said this, sonorous and forceful, very firm. 

 



Su Mo Han also saw sincerity from ye Chen's eyes, and said, "I'll be relieved if you have this sentence!" 

 

"But before you go to see Ren Feifan, I have a few words to tell you!" 

 

Su Mo Han's look suddenly became dignified, and seemed to have thought of something serious. 

 

Ye Chen was also surprised and asked, "please enlighten me." 

 

"You know, there is only one way to completely subdue the reincarnation magic stele!" 

 

Su Mo Han slowly opened his mouth. 

 

Ye Chen Ning eyebrow, way: "do not know what is?" 

 

"Only if you are more magical than the reincarnation magic stele, you will be able to subdue the magic 

stele. This is the only way 

 

Su Mo Han's words are not surprising and die endlessly! 

 

"What?" 

 

"More magical than the reincarnation monument?" 

 

Ye Chen is also shocked. Ye Chen has learned the magic nature of this reincarnation magic tablet, which 

can be regarded as the first in the history! Otherwise, the master of the magic tablet would not dare to 

say such arrogant words as "I am the real devil forever"! 

 

However, before that, although Ye Chen had been in contact with the evil way, it was not strong to put it 

outside the territory. Therefore, this road is doomed to be extremely difficult for ye Chen! 

 



Why did Su Mo Han say that? 

 

There must be a reason! 
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Su Mo Han seems to have guessed the idea in Ye Chen's heart and said with a smile: "Ye Chen, if you are 

sure you want to go this way, I can point you a direction." 

 

"I've made up my mind. Please give me your advice!" 

 

Ye Chen is facing Su Mo Han and says solemnly. 

 

For the sake of reincarnation, he has no choice but to kill himself! 

 

At the beginning, he fought against the master of the magic tablet and destroyed the prohibition of the 

master of the magic tablet, which also gave him an opportunity to escape! 

 

Nowadays, countless lives abroad have been slaughtered. Although they died in the hands of the magic 

stele, ye Chen is more or less contaminated with a trace of cause and effect. 

 

The most difficult thing for a man of practice to touch is causality. So anyway, ye Chen has to end this 

section of causality, even if he is possessed by demons! He's not afraid! 

 

"You can become a real devil in this world as long as you become a super devil and let yourself become 

the master of the devil! Beyond the master of the magic tablet 

 

Su Mo Han's words, once again shocked to Ye Chen. 

 



However, ye Chen's eyes flashed a trace of resolute color, and said: "in this case, why am I in the devil?" 

 

The divine light in Ye Chen's eyes is awe inspiring. At this moment, he has made up his mind! 

 

As a matter of fact, he has heard of the legend of the supernatural devil. 

 

This supreme magic power has always existed only in myths and legends. 

 

It is said that at the end of the endless years, a demon warrior got the chance of the supreme world and 

learned the magic power of the celestial body. Like the master of the magic tablet, he claimed to be a 

real devil. 

 

However, he spent his whole life and failed to cultivate the supernatural devil to the highest level. 

 

In order to carry forward this magic power, he recruited many disciples to prove whether there is 

anyone in the world who can cultivate this "supreme heaven demon body" to the highest level. 

 

However, later, the facts proved that his idea was wrong, and no one could practice the supernatural 

devil to perfection. 

 

Under his seat, there are numerous disciples, including some earth shaking demons. There are only a 

few disciples who have practiced this magic skill to the level of their own, let alone the perfect state. 

 

Since then, it seems that the "supreme heaven demon body" has become a magic spell. He no longer 

allows any disciple to practice this magic skill, because he knows that it is useless at all. 

 

This big devil changed his mind and searched for the strong in the world. He hoped that he could break 

through in the ceaseless battle to improve his perception. He hoped that he could break through the 

supreme devil body to the highest level in the crisis of life and death! 

 

Until one day, the big devil met Ren extraordinary! 

 



These two people can be said to be a good match, on reelection extraordinary all vaguely feel that they 

have met their fatalistic enemies, and they have a big war! 

 

In that war, it can be said that the killing was earth shaking, the sun and the moon were not bright! The 

afterwave alone destroyed several stars! 

 

Finally, Ren Feifan won the battle, but he also won very hard! 

 

After that, when Ren Feifan recalled this incident, he still felt a burst of blood boiling. He was one of the 

strongest opponents he had ever met in his life. Both of them were enemies and friends, and they were 

sympathetic to each other. 

 

Since that war, the big devil was defeated by Ren Feifan, and he didn't get a setback. Instead, he learned 

from the bitter experience and was unable to leave the country behind! 

 

Before the seclusion, he had made an oath that if he could not cultivate the supernatural devil to a 

perfect state, he would never leave the pass! 

 

Now, the great devil has been away from the world for many years. No one knows whether he is alive or 

dead, and whether he has cultivated the body of the Supreme God to a perfect state. 

 

Ye Chen clenched his fist and looked extremely dignified. "Master Su, I've decided!" 

 

"Good, bold, worthy of my apprentice's man!" 

 

When ye Chen said these words, Su Mo Han had a feeling that he had a new understanding of Ye Chen 

today. Ye Chen's perseverance was beyond his imagination. 

 

If he was born a few years later, living in the same era with Ye Chen, and without Ren extraordinary, he 

might fall in love with this man. 

 

"Now that you have made up your mind, I will send you to see Ren Fanfan." 



 

Say, see Su Mo Han slender hand a wave, a auspicious light instantly gush out, fill the whole cave inside, 

but a moment, a huge void appeared in front of Ye Chen. 

 

In this void, the stars are bright, and you can't see the edge at a glance. Only the original power is 

surging in it, as if it can connect the different worlds. 

 

"Walk into this door and you'll see Ren Fanfan!" 

 

With the fall of Su Mo Han's voice, ye Chen jumped into the void without thinking. 

 

After a while, a strange force suddenly attacked Ye Chen's whole body. The next moment, ye Chen 

appeared in a brand-new world.Before that, there was a huge mountain peak standing in front of us. 

 

Su Mo Han said that after coming here, he can see Ren extraordinary, but now ye Chen is not aware of 

any extraordinary breath. 

 

Ye Chen jumped up in the sky and stood on the cloud, overlooking the new world in front of him. There 

were mountains, rivers, sun and moon, and the sea and river. All of these things were natural, but it 

seemed that this was not a real world! 

 

Illusory and real in a flash, simply Ye Chen closed his eyes, slightly perception. 

 

However, at this time, a flying sword flies over Ye Chen's head, and the sound of sword chanting is very 

clear, just like the sound of tiger roaring and dragon chanting. 

 

In the end, the flying sword fell on the top of Ye Chen's head, and the familiar breath came out. 

 

Ye Chen Mou son a congealing! 

 

"It's Ren's flying sword 



 

In an instant, the flying sword broke, replaced by a halo, fell in front of Ye Chen, a text emerged. 

 

"Ye Chen, come and see me in the canyon ahead!" 

 

Any familiar voice sounded, ye Chen's mind moved, immediately urged the fragments of Longyuan sky 

sword, galloped past. 

 

But in a flash, ye Chen's line of sight on a huge Canyon, almost monopolized the entire mountain range, 

rolling, blocking between heaven and earth. 

 

However, in this canyon, in addition to Ren Feifan, ye Chen also felt several other extremely powerful 

breath, these breath is very terrible, even not under Ren extraordinary. 

 

By a little closer, ye Chen found that there are extremely terrible energy fluctuations, the original power 

almost tore up the space! 

 

Ye Chen's face changed greatly! A big war is breaking out here! 
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Among them, there is Ren extraordinary who participates in the battle, which makes Ye Chen feel very 

strange! 

 

You know, Ren is a strong man whose strength makes him look up to. His ability has already reached an 

incredible level. In Ye Chen's cognition, there are very few people who can take on any extraordinary 

move, let alone have the qualification to fight against Ren extraordinary? 

 

Ye Chen is very curious, what kind of powerful existence is qualified to fight with Ren extraordinary? 

 



At this time, Ren fan's familiar voice rings again in Ye Chen's ear. This time, he displays the magic power 

of transmitting sound across the air. 

 

"Ye Chen, since you are here, come and watch the war! This is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity for you 

to improve your martial arts cultivation! " 

 

After hearing this, ye Chen didn't stop at all. He was in a flash and rushed into the valley. His eyes were 

full of fire. 

 

In fact, ye Chen has been eager to become more powerful! 

 

However, with the continuous improvement of his cultivation, ye Chen found that it became more and 

more difficult for him to improve his own cultivation. The opportunity to increase his understanding like 

this one in front of him was more and more possible than to be sought. 

 

After a while, ye Chen came to the edge of the war. 

 

In front of us, the earth cracks and the sky collapses, and the sky is hanging upside down. It seems that it 

is the end of the day! 

 

The rules of heaven no longer exist here, everything belongs to a wonderful realm of returning to 

nature. It seems that here has become the origin of the world. 

 

The whole world is full of horror between the breath, straight to cut everything! 

 

Ye Chen also felt an unprecedented sense of crisis! 

 

Sure enough, the people who are qualified to fight with Ren are not simple characters. At least Ye Chen 

can't touch such a realm, but it even stimulates Ye Chen's enthusiasm! 

 

Seeing the battle clearly, ye Chen is more excited! 

 



It turns out that it is not one person who fights with Ren! 

 

They are three strong men who transcend the real situation! 

 

For a moment, ye Chen's whole body was agitated. If it wasn't for the obvious gap between his own 

realm and these big men, he would like to join in and have a great battle! 

 

The more Ye Chen looked, the more excited he felt! 

 

The supernatural powers of these big men are really terrible. Every move contains infinite rules, which 

seems to change the world! 

 

One of them suddenly changed the sky and the sky became dim and incomparable! 

 

He sang in front of the wind, domineering, hands attached to the back, light way: "stars fall, town I earth 

pure land!" 

 

Ye Chen can see clearly that he has a terrible control over the power of the stars. It seems that every 

word and action can communicate the stars all over the sky for his own use. 

 

Previously, ye Chen had learned the ancient method of Hongmeng for thirty-three days, and his great 

sky had risen a lot. However, after seeing the terrible power of this guy's stars today, ye Chen realized 

what it means to be someone out of man, and there is a heaven outside of heaven. This kind of power is 

totally beyond Ye Chen's reach. 

 

But he believed it! One day, one's own strength will surpass in front of the person's star power hundred 

times, even ten thousand times! 

 

It seems that today is really worth the trip! 

 

Ye Chen sits on one side, feeling quietly. Every move of the war makes his perception of martial arts to a 

higher level. 



 

All of a sudden, Ren extraordinary big sleeve in the void waved, and a bloody moon was cut out by him 

like this, breaking out of endless prestige, and the horrible and bloody breath suddenly made people 

shudder! 

 

Ye Chen is staring at the blood moon in the void, as if to see the treasure. 

 

Blood moon Tu Tian Jian is the magic power that Ren Feifan taught Ye Chen. Now, he can only barely 

reach the level of five rounds of blood moon, while Ren extraordinary can achieve the incredible state of 

nine rounds of blood moon. 

 

Of course, the more important thing about the power of blood moon butcher is not the quantity of 

blood month, but the quality! 

 

Just like the present Ren extraordinary, waving a blood month, which contains more power than his own 

five rounds of blood month together! 

 

Although the master who controls the rules of the stars is powerful, he still has an obvious gap 

compared with Ren Feifan. 

 

A round of blood moon's energy made his body suddenly retreat. After hundreds of feet in the air, he 

stopped. His face was pale to the extreme. It was obvious that Ren extraordinary's sword had caused 

him no small trauma. 

 

"Come again!" 

 

He seems to be a little unconvinced, stable after the body shape, and then rushed up, holding the sword 

in his hand, toward Ren extraordinary rushed in the past. 

 

Ren extraordinary from the beginning to the end of the performance of incomparable calm, calm, seems 

to be an enemy three, for him, is just a common trivial matter, nothing at all. 

 

"Take out all your abilities." 



 

Ren Feifan holds the sword in the air, a black robe hunting in the wind! 

 

Just like a god! Invincible and lonely!!! 

 

It can be imagined that the extreme cold and loneliness of mountain climbing are really beyond the 

experience of ordinary people."Stars, listen to me!" 

 

The strong one exclaimed, and heaven and earth were shocked. It seems that at this moment, he has 

become the master of heaven and earth. 

 

The sky shudders, and stars fall at a terrible speed! 

 

There were big pits on the ground, dust and smoke everywhere, and the earth began to crack. The low 

dull sound of magma flow and a trace of hot breath came from the underground! 

 

"I block the world with ten thousand stars!" 

 

With his command, the stars change between heaven and earth like a huge chessboard, and the stars all 

over the sky are turned into chessmen, each of which falls just right and is full of power! 

 

This is a horrible move! 

 

Ye Chen, who watched the battle, was terrified. He thought he couldn't take this move. It was too 

terrible. I'm afraid that even the strong man at the top of the real situation would die in an instant. 

 

However, Ren extraordinary, who is in it, seems to be extremely calm, as if the changes around him are 

not enough to wake up his emotions. 

 

For him, it is not important whether the stars or the raindrops fall on Sunday, because the attack of this 

degree is very difficult to cause any substantial damage to Ren extraordinary. 



 

A blood moon slowly rose to the sky, the stars around the sky are one of the dark! 

 

At the same time, the strong man also changed his face, looking at the round of blood moon slowly 

rising, growing bigger and bigger, his inner fear was also more and more strong, his eyes were covered 

with blood! 

 

In the world of blood moon, Ren extraordinary is invincible! This is not the so-called "self-reliance", let 

alone the so-called space field, this is a world dominated by him alone! 

 

"The blood moon is in the sky, I am invincible!" 

 

Let extraordinary Mou son a congealing, the sword in the hand trembles unceasingly! 
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Originally, the stars which are dense in the sky began to be broken and dim one by one, until they were 

completely destroyed. Finally, there was only one blood moon left in the sky. 

 

Seeing this round of blood moon, ye Chen seems to have a deeper understanding of the blood moon Tu 

Tian Jian. Now ye Chen can barely try to release the six complete blood moon. 

 

However, seeing Ren Feifan's blood moon Tu Tian Jian also makes Ye Chen understand a truth, that is, 

the blood moon Tu Tian chop is far more sophisticated than he imagined. 

 

Sometimes, even if nine blood moons are released, it doesn't mean anything at all. Only when each 

blood moon is tempered to a perfect state can it be regarded as the highest level of this magic power. 

 

…… 

 



"Defeated me!" 

 

The strong man sighed a sigh, looked at Ren extraordinary, very unwilling to say. 

 

There is no suspense in this war. In the face of Ren extraordinary's extreme blood moon, he has no 

chance of winning. 

 

Even though he was a man of self-knowledge, he also felt that he could not hold his face, so he looked at 

his two companions with displeasure. 

 

After all, it was the three of them working together to deal with Ren Feifan at the beginning, but in the 

end he was left alone with Ren Feifan. 

 

It's not that these two people are really timid and afraid, but they are not willing to do this meaningless 

struggle. After all, they know that even with the two of them, they are not any extraordinary opponents 

in such a state. In the face of absolute strength, the number of people can not play any role. 

 

However, Ren fan is not willing to miss the opportunity of "a big war"! 

 

His eyes fell on these two people, and his tone was cold and he said without doubt: "the fire ancestor, 

the cold ancestor, do not fight and bend, it is not like the style of you two people!" 

 

These three people are the strong ones in the heaven and man domain! 

 

Before that, the first one to fight with Ren extraordinary was called the star ancestor, and these two 

people were the two elder brothers of the star ancestor. Their skills were more than those of the star 

ancestor. 

 

After hearing Ren extraordinary say this word, the face of old ancestor of fire and cold ice all changed, 

just like pig liver! 

 



To tell the truth, their two ancestors also have their own arrogance. If they met other opponents, they 

would not be so arrogant. But now, they are really out of the way. When they meet Ren Feifan, who is 

so terrible, what can they do if they don't bow their heads? Do you want to start with Ren 

extraordinary? 

 

Ren extraordinary see them two people are unwilling to hand, both hands bear behind, step out a step, 

light way: "you two people, still don't hand?"? Have you forgotten the purpose of today? If you don't do 

it at this time, when will you wait? " 

 

"Well! Since elder brother Ren has forced us so hard, my brother is not a soft persimmon to be pinched 

by others. Today, he will sacrifice his life to accompany the gentleman! " 

 

The voice falls, two person's body shape Qi toward Ren extraordinary flew over. 

 

A man's flaming red robe, flaming into the sky. 

 

A person is a cold blue robe, like the ice that never melts! 

 

In fact, this war, is not Ren extraordinary must fight with them, is not Ren extraordinary see them good 

bully, want to tease them. 

 

This battle is really a rare opportunity for the reincarnation master of this world. Ren Feifan hopes that 

with this opportunity, ye Chen can understand a lot! 

 

It's a pity that these two ancestors would be wrong, and they thought that Ren Feifei had to deal with 

them! 

 

Therefore, they are also unreserved when they make a move. Every attack is extremely domineering, 

and they almost want to break the world! 

 

But this is also good, the more fierce their hand, without reservation, ye Chen see more clearly! 

 



I don't know how long the war lasted! 

 

You know, the strength of the fire ancestor and the ice ancestor is much stronger than their younger 

brother, the star ancestor. Moreover, they both fight together, so the power of the explosion is much 

more terrible than the previous battle. 

 

It was a battle in which the sky was dark and the earth was dark, the sun and the moon were dark. It 

was as if the whole world had been broken. The force of the origin tore up the void, and the heaven and 

earth became two extreme spaces. 

 

On the left is the blazing purgatory, everything has turned into powder, and the vast fire has burned up 

the heavens! 

 

The fire burned more and more intense, and finally around the sky, turned into a bright blood red color, 

very seeping. 

 

At this time, the old fire ancestor's mouth seemed to be chanting the ancient incantation in his eyes: 

 

"burn the flame, turn the sky upside down!" 

 

Although Ye Chen is not in the main battlefield, he also feels a strong heat wave rushing towards him. Ye 

Chen quickly transforms his soul and body, and guards the source Rune and reincarnation xuanbei, 

which protects his body from being burned by the fire. 

 

On the other side, it belongs to the white storm world! 

 

Or rather, the world of snowstorms! 

 

Between heaven and earth, a vast expanse of snow, giving people a strong visual impact effect. 

 

Far apart, ye Chen also felt that terrible cold, seems to be able to crush his heart in an instant!The magic 

power of the two ancestors is too terrible, enough to make a world destroyed and reborn! 



 

Ye Chen is frightened to see, don't say a word! Just slowly understand the power of rules in the new 

world. 

 

Of course, this new world is full of not only fire and ice, but also the world that is divided in the middle, 

which belongs to Ren Feifan's own world! 

 

Is still the blood moon, domineering! 

 

He was in it, strolling around, as if walking in his own backyard, which was enough to make the two 

ancestors feel cold. 

 

The two ancestors looked at each other, as if they had reached a certain consensus and made a move at 

the same time! 

 

A person hit a ice dragon and fire dragon toward the place where Ren extraordinary is rushing past! 

 

Any extraordinary still stops in place, moves also does not move, only both hands are negative behind, 

the light breath gushes!! 

 

Only move, is his pupil blood month! 

 

The two ancestors felt insulted and broke out the most terrible blow! 

 

This is the art of joint attack, the blend of ice and fire! 

 

Like the world's most perfect works of art, but also the most pure power, empty and pure! 

 

Ren Feifan stroked the sword with a smile and said, "Ye Chen! You can watch it 

 



In the battlefield, he can talk with Ye Chen calmly without being influenced by his opponent. 

 

"Today's opportunity is rare. If you are good at understanding, it will be of great benefit to your future 

practice." 

 

Ye Chen is staring at Ren extraordinary in the battlefield, his look becomes solemn. 

 

He knew that Ren extraordinary chose to fight with these two ancestors for his own sake. This is Ren's 

painstaking efforts, and ye Chen naturally won't miss it! 

 

"Today let you see the ultimate meaning of Lingtian in September!" 

Chapter 4700 

 

 

 

Blood moon butchers the sky! 

 

In an instant, the world changes color! 

 

Nine full moon slowly rose from the earth to the sky, and the blood color covered the whole world! 

 

For a moment, the fire and the ice disappeared! 

 

The whole world, only the simplest two elements, blood and moon! 

 

"In ancient times, when I was on the Bank of Wangjiang River, I understood the road of blood moon. 

After studying for many years, I finally realized the magic power of blood moon Tu Tian Jian. But I only 

gave you skills and moves. You know that the real essence of blood moon Tu Tian chop lies in its artistic 

conception!" 

 



Ye Chen seems to understand the nod! 

 

He understood the artistic conception, and also knew that under the special artistic conception's 

blessing, the blood moon Tu Tian cut would break out the greatest power of this magical power, but he 

still did not know what the artistic conception was! 

 

The blood and moon between Ren extraordinary's eyes moved rapidly and floated in the world, just like 

a God coming into the world, whispering in his mouth: 

 

"the moon is coming! Kill the enemy 

 

Bang! Nine rounds of bloody moon in the sky have been detonated! 

 

The power of the explosion can't be described in any words. This is definitely the most spectacular sight 

Ye Chen has seen! 

 

September explosion, the smell of the sky! 

 

For a while, in the battlefield, the fire ancestor and the cold ice ancestor both vomited blood! His face 

turned pale as paper! 

 

Even the stars around the battlefield can not be spared, only feel their skin is cracking, blood slowly 

overflow! 

 

Soon, a tearing pain spread all over his body. 

 

After a cup of tea, all three ancestors were defeated and defeated! 

 

The blood moon all over the sky also gradually dissipated. Ren extraordinary's figure fell on the ground 

lightly. He went to several ancestors and said with a smile: "sorry, I offended you!" 

 



Said, Ren extraordinary then took out three Dan pills from his arms and handed them to the hands of 

the three ancestors, and said with a smile: "take this reincarnation pill, and your injuries will soon be 

healed!" 

 

Ren Fanfan also felt helpless. He had only wanted to perform martial arts in front of Ye Chen. 

Unexpectedly, he made a heavy hand and injured the three people. 

 

However, Ren extraordinary's move has indeed achieved great results. 

 

Ye Chen's perception of martial arts has stepped to a new level. 

 

So he sat quietly on the ground, motionless, as if an old monk had entered the meditation. 

 

Time is still at this moment, a moment is like ten thousand years so long, ye Chen closed his eyes and 

began his final perception! 

 

The existence of reincarnation xuanbei makes Ye Chen's cultivation too difficult and difficult to break 

through! 

 

Although he has the ability of skipping the level, his cultivation is also very important for the warrior! 

 

Three ancestors look slightly changed, looking at the sitting in situ Ye Chen, and finally their eyes fell on 

Ren extraordinary body. 

 

To this moment, they understand that before Ren extraordinary everything is for the young man in front 

of him! 

 

However, they are still a little suspicious. At the moment, ye Chen's cultivation is really too low. In their 

opinion, there is no difference between Ye Chen and other martial artists in the three regions. Why does 

the powerful Ren fan care so much about a person with inferior cultivation? 

 



In particular, the fire ancestor, his eyes strange, up and down looking at Ye Chen, seems to want to 

penetrate Ye Chen's body, what extraordinary place can get Ren extraordinary favor. 

 

At this time, a man also came to the battlefield. 

 

The man has dark eyes, long hair and a thin body. He looks rather young. 

 

His name is Chu Xiao. He is a close disciple of the fire ancestor. He has been practicing with him for many 

years. His accomplishments have already reached the middle of the true state! 

 

Previously, there was a big war here, so Chu Xiao was attracted. 

 

Ren Feifan's name is that he has heard of it. He is more powerful than his master, Huo Laozu. If he can 

witness this person's action, it will be an opportunity for him, but he is still late. 

 

The war is over, he only sees Ye Chen sitting on the ground, closing his eyes and feeling. Ren Feifan 

becomes a Dharma protector, standing quietly beside Ye Chen without saying a word! 

 

Chu Xiao also looked at Ye Chen with a puzzled face. After a few eyes, he showed a playful smile. He 

thought that what was the favored son of heaven could make Ren extraordinary pay so much attention 

to. It turned out that he was just a junior who could not reach the original state of cultivation. Such a 

person was not worth mentioning in his eyes. 

 

But the next moment, the vision rises! 

 

A thundercloud surged in the sky! 

 

The sky and the sky turned dark. 

 

"This is..." 

 



The faces of the three ancestors and Chu Xiao all changed! 

 

"The long lost thunder robbery has finally come." 

 

Standing on the side of Ren extraordinary calm mouth, it seems that he has long anticipated the robbery 

cloud will appear in general! 

 

"What a terrible hijacking cloud, is there anyone who can't make it in this world?" 

 

The old star's face changed slightly, and he could not help exclaiming.This level of Jieyun is really 

terrible. I still remember that when he was in the real state of Jieyun, Jieyun was not so terrible. Even 

compared with it, it was a thousand miles away! 

 

Whose robbery cloud is this? How could it be so terrible! 

 

"It's the boy's robbery cloud!" 

 

Fire ancestor's eyes tightly locked Ye Chen, he was also very surprised! 

 

On one side, Chu Xiao and Han Bing's ancestors are all moving. They really don't understand how a boy 

from heaven and earth can lead to such a powerful thunder robbery? Is this still human? 

 

Only Ren extraordinary appears unusually calm, no one knows Ye Chen better than him, ye Chen triggers 

this level of thunder robbery, he could have imagined. 

 

Soon, thunder clouds appeared, raging above the sky! 

 

Nine days of thunder fall, Huang Huang Tian Wei, let people's mind tremble! 

 

"It's impossible! This boy is just a warrior in heaven and earth! Why can this terrible energy be 

triggered? 



 

Is this boy deliberately hiding his accomplishments? " 

 

Han Bing can't help but guess. 

 

The old master of fire frowned and said, "no, he is now breaking through the critical moment. It should 

be the warrior in the early days of heaven and earth to confirm. As for the thunder robbery..." 

 

He also felt incomparably shocked, which simply refreshed his cognition! 

 

Whoa! 

 

A huge thunder and lightning tore the sky, fell from the sky, bombarded the earth, and suddenly 

countless ground fragmentation. 

 

This terrible thunder chain is as thick as a bucket. When the thunderbolt flashes, the earth shakes and 

the mountains shake, and the momentum is huge! 

 

At this time, a purple thunder fell from Chu Xiao's head! 

 

Seeing this scene, the fire ancestor was shocked and yelled: "Xiao'er, get out of the way quickly!" 

 

You know, this chuxiao was a close disciple of the fire ancestor. He had paid a lot of hard work to 

cultivate this disciple. If he was killed by a thunder, it would be a pity, and he really did not know who to 

talk to. 

 


